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Abstract
Supernova Remnants (SNRs) shocks are believed to accelerate charged particles and to generate strong turbulence in the post-shock
flow. From high-energy observations in the past decade, a magnetic field at SNR shocks largely exceeding the shock-compressed
interstellar field has been inferred. We outline how such a field amplification results from a small-scale dynamo process downstream
of the shock, providing an explicit expression for the turbulence back-reaction to the fluid whirling. The spatial scale of the X−ray
rims and the short time-variability can be obtained by using reasonable parameters for the interstellar turbulence. We show that
such a vortical field saturation is faster than the acceleration time of the synchrotron emitting energetic electrons.
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1. Introduction1
The origin of cosmic-rays (CRs) still eludes the theoreti-2
cal and observational efforts in astroparticle physics since their3
discovery more than a century ago. Space and ground-based4
experiments have been providing us with a wealth of multi-5
wavelength observations to identify the source and investigate6
the mechanism of acceleration in various energy bands. Indi-7
vidual shell-type Supernova Remnant (SNR) shocks accelerate8
charged particles and are believed to provide a significant frac-9
tion of the power sustaining the observed CR spectrum. More-10
over, realistic corrugated shocks travelling in the inhomoge-11
neous interstellar space generate turbulence in the compressed12
post-shock fluid.13
The inhomogeneity of the unshocked ISM observed over sev-14
eral scales [2] is expected to deform the shock surface rippling15
the initial local planarity up to scales many orders of magni-16
tude greater than the thermal ion inertial length. HST obser-17
vations of SN1006 [27] constrain the length-scale of the shock18
ripples to 1016 − 1017 cm. We focus on the interaction of a non-19
relativistic SNR rippled shock with the turbulence upstream of20
the shock, disregarding the contribution of accelerated particles21
at the shock, as justified later.22
From detection of non-thermal X-ray rims [31, 4], rapid time-23
scale variability of X-ray hot spots [30] and γ-ray emission in24
extended regions [1], a magnetic field at the shock far exceed-25
ing the theoretically predicted shock-compressed field has been26
inferred. Whether or not such a magnetic field amplification in27
SNR is to be associated with energetic particles at the shock is28
still subject of controversy.29
Magnetic field amplification might be also relevant to in situ30
measurements of the plasma downstream of the solar-wind ter-31
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mination shock [8], where fluctuations have been measured of32
the same order as the mean, or to radio observations of Mpc33
scale shocks at the edge of galaxy clusters [7]. Strong mag-34
netic fields are also required in Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRB) and35
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) outflows to enable sufficient pro-36
duction of non-thermal radiation. In the ISM magnetic energy37
density and thermal pressure are typically comparable and both38
amount to a fraction 10−9 − 10−7 of the total internal energy39
density (including rest mass). Therefore, a compression by an40
even ultra-relativistic shock (bulk Lorentz factor ∼ 100), cannot41
produce the fraction 10−3−10−1 predicted by GRB phenomeno-42
logical models of afterglow light curves [25].43
The passage of an oblique non-relativistic shock through in-44
homogeneous medium has been known for longtime to generate45
vorticity in the downstream flow [18]; in a conducting fluid the46
turbulent motion at scale l with fluid velocity vl and local den-47
sity ρ leads exponentially fast to an amplified magnetic field48
B2 = 4piρv2l [22]. The encounter of a shock surface with a49
density clump, also called Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) instabil-50
ity [6], has been also extensively investigated in plasma labora-51
tory experiments (see [11] and references therein).52
Recent numerical 2D-MHD simulations have shown that53
such an amplification can be very efficient [16, 17]. Ideal MHD54
applied to 2D rippled shocks has shown that the ISM turbulence55
might amplify exponentially fast the upstream magnetic field56
with a growth rate depending on shock and upstream medium57
properties [13]. Such an amplification is expected to occur58
downstream of the blast wave, regardless the presence of shock-59
accelerated particles. Magnetic field may also be enhanced by60
field line stretching due to Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability [19]61
at the interface between the ejecta and the interstellar medium,62
i.e., far downstream of the shock. In contrast with the vorti-63
cal turbulence, late-time RT turbulence might be affected by64
the highest energy particle gyrating in the downstream fluid far65
from the shock [15]. However, RT structures are unlikely to66
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Figure 1: Encounter of a shock surface with density enhancement regions: for-
ward and lagging behind regions are formed that generate vorticity in the down-
stream fluid.
reach out the blast wave ([15] and references therein) and there-67
fore to interact with vortical turbulence. Thus the dynamo am-68
plification occurring locally behind the shock can be temporally69
and spatially disentangled from the field line stretching due to70
RT instability.71
Two-dimensional simulations of relativistic shocks [23]72
show that small-scale dynamo can operate also downstream of73
the shocks with bulk Lorentz factor of a few unities. This sug-74
gests that the dynamo action downstream of shocks might shed75
light on the energy equipartition at magnetized shocks of AGN76
and Gamma-Ray Bursts.77
2. Macroscopic approach to rippled shock78
Constitutive equations - We consider the propagation of a79
2D non-relativistic shock front in an inhomogeneous medium.80
Within the ideal MHD approximation, i.e., with no viscosity81
or heat conduction, the time evolution of the fluid velocity82
v = v(x, y, t) and the magnetic field B = B(x, y, t), is given,83
for infinitely conductive fluid, by84 {
∂tv + (v · ∇)v + ∇Pρ + 14piρ [B × (∇ × B)] = 0
∂tB = ∇ × (v × B) (1)85
where ρ, P are respectively density and hydrodynamic pressure86
of the fluid (here ∂t = ∂/∂t). Note that the current density car-87
ried by CRs is here neglected: we aim to identify the growth88
of the magnetic energy as generated by the vortical motion of89
the background fluid only. Plasma heating by the shock might90
reduce the energy deposited in the magnetic turbulence and will91
be considered in a forthcoming publication.92
Vorticity downstream of MHD shock - The vorticity shock-93
generated is transported along the flow “frozen” into the fluid in94
the inviscid approximation (Helmholtz-Kelvin theorem). The95
medium upstream of the shock has ω = 0. The vorticity is cal-96
culated downstream at a distance from the shock large enough97
that the shock is infinitely thin, i.e., the thickness of the shock98
is much smaller than the local curvature radius at every point of99
the shock surface.100
At a rippled shock the MHD Rankine-Hugoniot jump con-101
ditions cannot be applied globally as the directions normal and102
tangential vary along the shock surface. For a 2D shock prop-103
agating at average in the direction x (all quantities are inde-104
pendent on z, see Fig.1), from the velocity field of the flow105
v = (vx, vy, 0), the vorticity is given by |ω| = |∇ × v| = ωz.106
We use a local natural coordinate system (nˆ, sˆ), where nˆ =107
(cosϑ(t, s), sinϑ(t, s)) is the coordinate along the normal to the108
shock surface, sˆ = (sinϑ(t, s),−cosϑ(t, s)) is the coordinate par-109
allel to the shock surface (Fig.1). We consider a seed-magnetic110
field upstream uniform and normal to the average direction of111
motion (B0 = (0, By0, 0), or Bn = B0sinϑ and Bs = −B0cosϑ,112
see Fig.1).113
The turbulent field is assumed to be much greater than the114
shock-compressed field in the downstream flow, in agreement115
with observations, so that the amplification is efficient at the116
smallest scales (see Sect. 3). Thus, the vorticity produced117
downstream of a 2D shock propagating in an inhomogeneous118
medium with a uniform perpendicular upstream magnetic field119
(same as for parallel shock [13]) can be recast, neglecting120
obliqueness, in a simple form (we use ∂xi = ∂/∂xi ):121
|δωz| = r − 1r
[(
Cr
ρ
)
u
∂sρ + ∂sCr
]
− BnδBs
4piρCr
∂sϑ, (2)122
where r = ρd/ρu is the compression ratio at the shock, Cr is123
the shock speed relative to the upstream frame, δBs is the jump124
across the shock of the magnetic field in the direction locally125
tangential to the shock surface including the Rankine-Hugoniot126
compressed seed field and the turbulently amplified field and127
Bn is the component in the direction locally normal to the shock128
surface including the unchanged Rankine-Hugoniot and the tur-129
bulent components.130
Turbulent field amplification - The vortical turbulence de-131
scribed in the previous sub-section exponentially amplifies the132
total magnetic field. Since the amplification time-scale is of the133
order of the smallest eddies turnover time [3], the saturation134
occurs much faster at small-scale [20]. This is the key feature135
of the small-scale dynamo. The unperturbed field is initially136
too weak to affect the fluid velocity field and the turbulent field137
grows exponentially fast, until the magnetic energy produces138
non-negligible effects on the velocity field and then saturates.139
The small-scale dynamo theory predicts that the turbulent140
field obeys an unbounded exponential amplification at a rate β141
[20, 21]: dε/dt = 2βε, where ε = B2/8piρ is the total magnetic142
energy per unit of mass, including seed and turbulent fields. As143
shown in [20], the isotropy and homogeneity of the fluid veloc-144
ity correlation entails the following simple relation between the145
amplification rate of ε and the vorticity generated downstream146
of the shock: β ' (pi/3)δωz.147
2
Figure 2: Generation of the baroclinic term of the vorticity at the shock crossing
in the condensation layer of thickness `F .
If we recast Eq.(2) as |δωz| = (3/pi)(τ−1 −αε), then ε satisfies148
dε
dt
= 2(τ−1 − αε)ε (3)149
where τ−1 = pi3
r−1
r
[
(Cr/ρ)u∂sρ + ∂sCr
]
is the local growth rate150
of ε and α = (2pi/3)∂sϑ/Cr is the local back-reaction; the initial151
condition for Eq. (3) is ε(0) = ε0 = v2A/2 = B
2
0/8piρ. In Eq.(3)152
we have assumed that the turbulence dominates over B0, i.e.,153
δBs/
√
8piρ ∼ √ε and Bn/
√
8piρ ∼ √ε: the turbulence grows154
isotropically downstream at the shock curvature scale as a con-155
sequence of the isotropy of the flow velocity field [20].156
Neglecting the time dependence of τ (the magnetic modes157
grow slowly for initially weak field [20]), the solution is readily158
found:159
ε
ε0
(t) =
(
B
B0
)2
(t) =
e2t/τ
1 − ατ(1 − e2t/τ)v2A/2
, (4)160
for a uniform average interstellar matter density.161
3. Comparison with multiwavelength SNR observations162
The growth rate of δB can be approximated as τ−1 ∼ Cr(Rc +163
`F)/(Rc`F), where Rc is the local curvature radius of the shock164
surface. Thus τ−1 increases with shock speed and it depends165
mainly on hydrodynamic quantities. If `F  Rc, it holds τ ∼166
`F/Cr: the amplification saturates faster for smaller `F .167
As the magnetic field strengthens, it reacts to field lines168
whirling halting the turbulence growth. In more general terms,169
as the field increases by dynamo action it also releases its ten-170
sion by unwinding at a rate of order of Alfve´n speed: the back-171
reaction grows with the turbulent field Alfve´n speed [20]. The172
local back-reaction of the field α ∼ ∂sϑ/Cr can be estimated by173
α ∼ ϑ/(RcCr).174
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Figure 3: Saturation of the total magnetic field for various shock speed Cr is
shown: Cr = 1, 500 km/s, Cr = 5, 000 km/s, Cr = 15, 000 km/s, assuming
Rc = 1017 cm and `F = 1016 cm, that results in τ . `F/Cr ∼ 3 years for
Cr & 5, 000 km/s (ϑ = 0.1 rad, r = 4 and vA = 10−4c).
Fig.3 depicts the growth of the turbulent field for various175
shock speeds, assumed constant in time: given an ISM field176
of the order of B0 ∼ 3µG, the turbulent field saturates at177
B ∼ 1.2 − 3. mG for Cr = 1, 500 − 5, 000 km/s on the year178
time-scale. Such a rapid growth of magnetic energy is com-179
patible with X-ray observations of SNRs RXJ1713.7 − 3946180
(Cr < 4, 500 km/s [30]) and Cas A [26] brightness variations181
detected on year time-scale in small-scale hot spots structures,182
attributed to synchrotron electron cooling. Using Rc = 1017183
cm and `F = 1016 cm, we find an amplification to B ∼ 3. mG184
within 3 years. Such a value of `F is to be compared with the185
spatial scale of the Chandra RXJ1713.7 − 3946 bright spots,186
estimated as . 0, 03 pc. Similar length (∼ 1014 − 1016 cm)187
and time (∼ 1 yr) scales are found in simulations of the effects188
of magnetic field turbulence on the observed synchrotron emis-189
sion images and spectra in SNRs [9]. Thus, the magnetic en-190
ergy increase and the X-ray variability might have a time-scale191
(∼ 1 yr) much lower than the SNR hydrodynamic time-scale192
and might occur in middle-aged, not necessarily young, SNRs193
(RXJ1713.7 − 3946 age is estimated as 1, 600 yr [29]). The194
high shock speed Cr ∼ 15, 000 km/s in Fig.3 is comparable to195
observations of the youngest SNR in our galaxy, i.e., 100 years196
old G1.9 + 0.3 [28]. Thus, a rapid field saturation even up to197
B ∼ 10 mG is predicted at SNR shocks within a few months.198
4. Constraints on particle acceleration199
If the thickness of the density steepening layer at the bound-200
ary of the ISM density clumps is identified as the Field length201
`F , for typical cold ISM, we can use `F ' 3.3×1016 cm, with an202
uncertainty depending on ionization and heating/cooling prop-203
erties [5]. Such an `F is compatible with the ripple scale in-204
ferred by optical observations [27]. Thus, for a typical middle-205
aged SNR with shock speed Cr ∼ 5, 000 km/s, the growth time-206
scale of the vortical turbulence is τ ' `F/Cr ' 6.7× 107 s ∼ 1.9207
yrs.208
A simple argument shows that τ is shorter than the typical209
acceleration time-scale for energetic electrons at the shock, i.e.,210
3
τacc. Modulo a factor of order of unity, τacc ' κE/C2r , where the211
diffusion coefficient κE (neglecting its change across the shock)212
depends on the particle energy and on the magnetic field orien-213
tation. If the seed magnetic field is parallel to the local shock214
normal, the diffusion coefficient governing the electron accel-215
eration κE is necessarily greater than the Bohm diffusion coef-216
ficient κB, corresponding to λ ' rg, where λ is the mean free217
path of the charged particle and rg = pc/eB is the particle gyro-218
radius. The typical energy of an electron emitting synchrotron219
radiation at 5 keV in an amplified magnetic field B ∼ 100µG220
is E ∼ 50 TeV. Thus, for an energetic electron diffusing at the221
shock in the Bohm regime, κE = rgc/3 ' 3.3 × 1023E13/B2222
cm2/s, where E13 is the electron energy in units of 10 TeV and223
B2 the magnetic field in the X−ray rim in units of 100µG. Thus,224
we obtain τ ' κE/C2r = 1.9 years ' τ.225
Bohm diffusion, despite largely used in the literature because226
of the lack of self-consistent diffusion theory in strong turbu-227
lence, describes transport only for a very limited range of par-228
ticle energy (see [10, 14]). Since the scattering diffusion coeffi-229
cient κE in most cases is much greater than κB, the inferred field230
amplification might occur on a time-scale much shorter than231
acceleration time-scale of particles scattering back and forth232
across the shock. Our simple estimate, derived from the X−ray233
synchrotron parameters and the inferred strong field, holds re-234
gardless the location of the emitting region, whether upstream235
or downstream of the shock. The change of the structure of236
the turbulence across the shock, due to the anisotropic shock-237
compression and the vortical amplification downstream shown238
here, is not expected to modify significantly our estimate of239
τacc.240
5. Conclusion241
By applying first principles to a 2D rippled shock, we have242
outlined the derivation of temporal evolution and saturation of243
the turbulent magnetic field downstream of the shock, including244
the non-linear field back-reaction. We conclude that the satura-245
tion of B by small-scale dynamo action depends on the shock246
speed, on the thickness of the density steepening layer at the247
boundary of the ISM density clumps and on the shock curva-248
ture radius, but not on the size of the ISM clumps. Our finding249
shows that small-scale dynamo might explain non-thermal X-250
ray observations and agrees with the optical upper limit on the251
scale of shock ripples. The magnetic field enhancement de-252
scribed here occurs faster than acceleration time-scale of syn-253
chrotron emitting energetic electrons.254
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